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The human’s transactions are based on trust. The extension of trust bounds the 
extension of transaction. Fortunately, human’s rationality will evolve series of 
institutions and organizations to extend the bounds of trust, and then of  transaction. 
Therefore, the process of extending in transaction is the same process of extending 
in trust. But the mainstream economics haven’t studied trust for long time. Until 
rising of Information Economics, Game Theory, New Institutional Economics and 
Evolution Economics, the problem of how the agents play honest under asymmetric 
information came into seizing most economists’ attentions, and mounts of papers 
and works emergence. This dissertation argues the mechanism of how the trust 
forms in the process of transaction extending grounds on the viewpoint of 
institutions by those researches. 
We define trust as the co-expectation of cooperation and equilibriums of 
cooperation strategy, while the institutions, which ensure the transaction trust, are 
just embodiment of the equilibriums. 
Property right is the foundation of all transaction. It’s the outcome of trust the 
people recognize and respect property rights each other. The conditions involve the 
occupancy becoming the common knowledge, sufficient proportion people 
punishing distrust, and the “free riders” of trust order restraining in low 
enough.Trust in anonymous society depends upon the authority and its cost. The 
trust of authority itself can be insuring under sufficient selectivity.  
Credit always reflects the most basic legal and social relationships, the moral 
notion and legal consciousness which is indispensable to market-oriented economy. 
It’s also the foundation on which maintaining and developing of the whole social 
communication depends on. However, In the transition of economic system in our 
country, due to variable reasons of history, recognition and system, large quantities 
of anti-credit phenomena, consisting of breaking promise or breach of faith, come 
out, which result in credit crises in some extent and do great damage to economic 
development of our country. Therefore, to solve the credit becomes the urgent 
affairs. 
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落，因此信用是保证经济增长和繁荣的重要来源（Greif, 1993; Fukuyama, 1995; 
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